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Message from the President
“The Global Bed
Bug Summit is designed to provide pest
management professionals with the information they need from
a legal, technical,
business and customer-oriented perspective so that they
can not only eliminate bed bug issues, but
also create an environment of trust with
their customers.” That description, taken
from a PCT online article, aptly describes
the annual conference, which is a collaboration of efforts from the NPMA and
BedBug Central. If you have the opportunity to attend one, I would highly recommend it.
Way back in 2006, the very first Bed
Bug Summit was hosted in Denver, Colorado, which Dad and I were able to attend.
At the time, a good question would have
been ‘why?’ Was it our relentless hunger
for advancing our knowledge of the pest
control industry? Not exactly. It was February and we were bored. And curious.
But more bored than curious. The idea that
there was a new conference dedicated
entirely to one pest was novel. The news
media was pulsing with story after story of
bed bugs being “back,” as well as the
claims that they were nearly everywhere
and that there was almost nothing that
could be done about them. Large office
complexes and schools had been completely evacuated based on one bed bug
having been discovered. And the resounding cry from our industry was “what are
we going to do!” This was all so puzzling
because in the five years prior I had been
involved in less than a dozen bed bug jobs,
and not all of them were entirely confirmed infestations. I had heard about the
good old days, the plagues of bed bugs in
the Forties, remedied by DDT and kerosene, their resurgence in the Seventies,
obliterated by Di-Tox-E (whose label
makes for an interesting read that will
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leave you wondering how the old timers in
this business are still alive). The sparse
and meager infestations we were encountering at the time were easily taken care of
by treating furniture seams and carpet
with Suspend SC. So, what was so meritorious about bed bugs that they deserved
their own conference?
While there, we heard presenters review real world case studies and research
that painted a daunting picture of a creature that had spent thousands of years
evading human controls by altering their
We’ve learned
that there is
only one silver
bullet for
bed bugs
behavior and biology, and a pest control
industry that had spent decades not altering their behavior. The product representatives demonstrated products and methods that seemed like gross overkill. Mattress encasements, live monitors, wholehouse heat treatments, whole-house fumigation, steam applications, freeze treatments, botanical oils, etc. How hard could
these things be to kill? We went home
much more informed, but unconvinced of
the relevance. I filed everything I learned
in the category of my brain reserved for
the knowledge of Fire Ants, Africanized
Killer Bees, and Feral Hogs. Surely this
had to be a pandemic that would only
effect major metro areas and high-rise
apartments right? By 2014, we were doing
enough bed bug work that I was starting to
wonder when the Fire Ant calls were going to start!
Our experience with bed bugs may
have begun nearly a decade after it did for
large cities the world over, but it started.
And ironically, our reaction was like that
of our industry’s first reactions. “What are
we going to do with these things?” It
seemed like we only knew what didn’t
work, so in desperation, we tried a lot of

things that we thought might work. My
predictions that bed bugs would never
be a problem that visited our part of the
country turned out to be wishful thinking. The inspections seemed so unreliable and the treatment failures felt so
devastating when you honestly didn’t
know what you did wrong. Fast forward to the present and we have
learned and implemented a number of
practices and products that work.
We’re confident when we inspect,
when we treat, when we follow-up,
and when we communicate accurate
and valuable information to our customers. We’ve learned that there is
only one silver bullet for bed bugs, and
that is to be thorough. Choose what
products work for you, develop your
own method and order of inspection
and monitoring, train your people with
reliable checklists of how to inspect,
and arm yourself with the knowledge
that will make all of this come together
in a quality service, but don’t take
shortcuts! Good bed bug inspections
don’t get done in five minutes. Good
bed bug treatments don’t get done with
the same residual that you’ve used for
spiders for the last ten years broadcast
over a few furnishings. Good customer
communication doesn’t allow for fear
mongering or silly recommendations
to throw away all infested furniture,
and good bed bug treatments don’t get
done cheap. While bed bug work is
costly to the operator and the customer,
we need to resist the plague that has
befallen termite pre-treatments and
post construction treatments, with a
race-to-be-the-bottom low price mindset.
Bed bugs have been and will be
challenging for everyone from researchers, to chemists, to PCO’s, right
down to the customer. But it is a challenge like this, with a high value to the
public, that gives us a chance to shine
as the professionals that we are.
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Check out our new app at
ZoeconFieldGuide.com
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GO FURTHER WITH A DUAL-ACTION PRODUCT

Complete

Zoëcon’s trusted line of Gentrol® products reaches a new level of power
with Gentrol® Complete Aerosol. Combining an insect growth regulator
with an adulticide, Gentrol® Complete Aerosol breaks the life cycle of
cockroaches, drain flies, fruit flies and other listed pests while providing a
quick knockdown and residual control. Approved for use in sensitive areas
such as kitchens and other food handling establishments, this one-step
product offers all the advantages of a tank mix in a convenient aerosol.

Learn more at Zoecon.com
Gentrol is a registered trademark of Wellmark International. Central Life Sciences with design is a registered trademark of Central Garden
& Pet Company. ©2017 Wellmark International.

Barbecue-Crashing Mosquitoes
Beware: New Weapons Are in the Works

NSPCA DIRECTORS & OFFICERS

Picture this: It’s
evening. The summer’s heat is waning
and you’re getting
ready to bite into a
freshly grilled hot
dog, but a lurking
predator is close by
and about to make a
meal of you—a
blood meal, that is. You put down the hot dog and swat
wildly at the winged attacker before it lands.
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Mosquitoes aren’t just a nuisance, though. They can also
transmit diseases—from recent headline-grabbing ones like
Zika to long-established ones like dengue fever or malaria
(of which there were 212 million reported cases in 2015 and
429,000 deaths worldwide).
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Standard backyard defenses for the beleaguered homeowners (and guests) include Citronella candles, traps and, of
course, a bodily dose of insect repellents like DEET.
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But in Peoria, Illinois, a team of Agricultural Research
Service (ARS) scientists is testing biologically based approaches to fighting mosquitoes and the diseases they
spread. Such alternatives could also help counter mosquito
resistance to existing insecticides.
In one project, ARS entomologist Jose Luis Ramirez is
evaluating bacteria and fungi that kill mosquitoes by feeding
and multiplying inside them. Of roughly 200 kinds he’s examined so far, 10 fungi have proved especially lethal to
Culex and Aedes mosquitoes, killing these vectors of the
West Nile and Zika viruses in 3-4 days. With his colleagues,
Ramirez aims to turn the top microbes into biopesticides that
can target all the different stages of the mosquito
lifecycle—from eggs and larvae to adults. Additionally, “by
combining fungi, we hope to accelerate their kill rate,” says
Ramirez.
ARS entomologist Ephantus Juma Muturi, meanwhile,
is examining plant compounds that could kill mosquito larvae in aquatic habitats, like storm-water catch basins. Together with University of Illinois professor Brian Allan and
University of Maine assistant professor Allison Gardner,
Muturi has had early success with infusions steeped from
blackberry leaves, which seem attractive to egg-laying mosquitoes but toxic to larvae. Ultimately, “the goal is to come
up with a plant-based biopesticide product that’s toxic to
mosquito larvae but harmless to the environment,” says
Muturi.
Both researchers say such products are several years
away from commercial development and use. Don’t expect
a magic bullet, either. Fighting mosquitoes takes multiple
weapons and precautions. So cover up, drain the kiddie pool
and take a well-aimed swat if need be!
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Brown Recluse Spiders: Misidentified, Misdiagnosed and Misunderstood
By Dr. Jody Green, Urban Entomologist, Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County
When I get word there is a spider
waiting for me at the oﬃce, I know
what the question is. Whether it is a
walk-in client, voice mail, phone call
or emailed photo, there is someone
anxiously waiting to ﬁnd out if their
sample is a brown recluse spider. In
Lancaster County, southeastern
Nebraska, there is a chance that it is a
brown recluse spider, especially this
time of year. In fact, within the last two
weeks, I’ve had ﬁve conﬁrmed
specimens.
As someone in the pest management profession, I am sure this scenario is familiar to you: A homeowner
or business owner is very concerned
(freaking out) that the spider they have
just saw or stepped on is a brown
recluse spider. They are convinced
they are in harm’s way, their children
will get bitten and their ﬂesh will end
up looking like those awful photos
from the Internet. Sometimes it is this
irrational fear of spiders that make it
nearly impossible to educate and put
them at ease without eliminating every
spider from the planet.
The following information is about
brown recluse spiders. It is important
to let your clients know that even if
they have this species of spider on their
property, they should not panic.

there are no spines, patterns, stripes, bands or spots on either the abdomen or legs.
Most spiders have eight eyes, but the brown recluse spider has six, arranged in
three pairs. This is true even as juveniles, when there is no violin-shaped marking.
Many brown-recluse lookalikes can be deciphered by the eye pattern. If you have
a hand lens, take a closer look.

Brown recluse spiders should be conrmed by the eye arrangement and not the “ddle” or “violin”
on its body. Here we have a juvenile and an adult brown recluse spider. (Photo: Jody Green,
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County)

Distribution
Brown recluse spiders are most concentrated in Missouri and Arkansas,
between the Rockies and Appalachian mountains. They are not very good at
dispersing and require human movement for introductions into new areas.

Distribution of brown recluse spiders

Spider Basics
Spiders are not insects, but arachnids. They have two body parts, eight
legs, produce silk and contain venom.
Yes, all spiders have venom, but it is to
catch prey and not bite humans. The
thought and sight of spiders create
anxiety and fear in many people, but
there is an exceptional level of fear
reserved for brown recluse spiders.

Behavior, Habitat, Food
Brown recluse spiders are as their name implies: shy, non-aggressive,
secluded and avoider of conﬂict. They are found in seldom-disturbed areas such
as attics, crawlspaces, cellars, woodpiles, basements, garages, closets, and in
cardboard boxes with clothing, shoes and other stored items. Instead of using silk,
they wander nocturnally, capturing crickets, springtails, cockroaches, ﬁrebrats
and other soft-bodied insects. Sometimes conducive conditions exist for their
prey, which will give rise to healthy populations of spiders.

Identication
Brown recluse spiders are
surprisingly plain, lackluster spiders.
Adults are no longer than 1/2-inch in
length (not including the legs), with
long, slender legs. They are uniformly
a light brown color, with a dark brown
violin-shape on the carapace. The
entire body is covered with hairs, but

Spider Bites
Brown recluse spiders possess a type of venom, called a cytotoxin, which can
be medically important to humans. This toxin has the potential to inﬂict injury to
the victim and be dangerous to the very young, old and immunocompromised if
bitten. Spider bites are quite rare and only 10 percent of bites ever need medical
attention. Doctors commonly misdiagnose mysterious wounds and painful sores
as spider bites, overlooking and possibly misdiagnosing approximately 40
diﬀerent conditions (i.e. Bacterial, viral or fungal infections, drug reaction, insect
bites, tick-borne illnesses, poison ivy, chemical burn, skin cancer, etc.).
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Brown Recluse Continued from
Page 4

In most “spider bite” cases, there
were no witnesses or recovered spider
(dead or alive) for conﬁrmation. It is
important to remember that spiders do
not require a blood meal to survive or
lay eggs, unlike blood-feeding pests
like ticks, ﬂeas and bed bugs. There is
no economical beneﬁt for them to bite
humans, so they avoid using their
venom. In the instances where bites
were conﬁrmed, spiders were trapped
against the skin, either in clothing,
bedding or in shoes. Brown recluse
spiders may bite in self-defense, but
otherwise are not considered
aggressive and dangerous.
Integrated Pest Management
Non-chemical measures of control
include the following: reduce clutter in
and around the building, eliminate
cardboard as storage containers, pull

Live brown recluse spiders
are rarely seen, but when
present in structures can
be captured on sticky traps
(Photo: Jody Green,
Nebraska Extension in
Lancaster County)

bed away from the wall, remove bed
skirt and blanket touching the ﬂoor,
shake clothes and shoes before
wearing, look before reaching into
storage containers, vacuum frequently
and use of sticky traps to trap
wanderers. If a brown recluse spider is
found in the building where people
work, play or live, take the necessary

precautions to avoid
bites.
Treating for brown
recluse spiders is
challenging and may
take time. Spiders are
diﬃcult to control with
chemicals alone because
they can avoid contact with treated
surfaces. They can endure long
periods of time without feeding, so
by the time they leave their hiding
areas, the chemical may have little
eﬃcacy. Remind your clients that
spiders are part of the food web and
that their prey are also uninvited,
unwanted pests.

Buy manufacturer direct from THOR
LIQUIDS - BAITS - GRANULES - AEROSOLS - BORATES
FUMIGANT - RODENTICIDES - EQUIPMENT
UV FLY TRAPS - TERMITE BARRIERS

Don Stetler
Toll Free: 866-863-7220
dstetler@ensystex.com

ENSYSTEX
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are the window to the soul for
Eye-dentification of Spiders Eyes
people and the window to taxonomy for the spiders

Written and illustrated by: Dr. Jonathan L. Larson; Nebraska Extension

Spiders are a fascinating group of
arachnids that have long held our attention. If you search through ancient
literature you will find many stories,
like Anansi the Trickster God of West
Africa, Arachne of Greek myth, and
even Spider Grandmother of the
Pueblo and Hopi people. For some,
spiders are omens of ill portent while
others view them and their webs as a
forecast of coming fortune. With all of
this fascination and interest it is often
surprising how few people can tell
what kind of spider they are looking at.
Many species do look alike and a lot of
people aren’t willing to take too close a
view for fear of being bitten, but there
are convenient ways that we can tell
spiders apart. The best, is by counting
the number of and noting the pattern of
the spider’s eyes. Here are a few of our
more common spiders and the eye
pattern they display.
We’ll start with the two spiders
everyone is most concerned about; the
black widow and the brown recluse.
Both of these spiders are present in
Nebraska but interactions with humans
tend to be rare. In addition, while a bite
from either one would not be pleasant,
fatalities are near unheard of.
Black widows are cobweb spiders
but have a different eye set than the
other common species. They have
eight eyes arrayed in two rows of four,
kind of like an equal sign. [Figure 1]
Brown recluses are part of the recluse spider family, a group unique for
having only six eyes rather than eight.
Brown recluse eyes are similar in size
and shape, grouped in three pairs, and
arrayed in a horseshoe pattern. [Figure
2]
As for other spiders, they can have
six or eight eyes arrayed in various
patterns.
Wolf spiders have eight eyes. Two
of them are large and below those are
four eyes in frown face pattern. This is
fairly true of the whole group but there
can be slight variations. Wolf spiders
are large hunting spiders and this array
allows them to be better hunters. [Figure 3]

Grass spiders, also known as funnel
weavers, have eight eyes arrayed in an
almost spherical pattern. These spiders
build the funnels you see in bushes, lawns,
and other areas. Their eye pattern allows
them to see nearly all around them in their
funnel. [Figure 4]
Fishing spiders are large spiders with a
simple eye pattern. They have two rows of
four eyes, each row shaped like a smile.
These are large spiders (upwards of 3
inches wide with legs) who hunt by grabbing what’s in front of them, hence the eye
pattern. [Figure 5]
Sac spiders are yellow spiders that
construct small silk sacs around themselves. We often find them in garages as
they are attracted to the smell of gasoline
and other distillates. They have eight total
eyes, four similar sized ones in a bottom
row and then four of various sizes in a top
row. [Figure 6]
Cellar spiders are cob web spiders that
we often find in garages, sheds, and basements. They catch and eat lots of different
home invaders. They can have six or eight
eyes, eight being more common. Two eyes
in the center are circular, then there are
two groups of three blob shaped eyes. In
the six eyed species, the two round ones
are missing. [Figure 7]
Jumping spiders are fast and capable of
taking great leaps to get to their food.
Therefore, they need to be able to see.
Their vision amongst spiders is unparalleled, and they can even detect difference
in color. They have two large goggleshaped eyes with two smaller ones, all of
which are aimed forward for hunting.
Most also have an eye on each side of their
head for perimeter patrol/defense. [Figure
8]
This is a simplistic guide to only a few
kinds of spiders. There are many more
groups and many more eye patterns you
can learn about. If you are interested in
spider identification you may also want to
consider looking into books like Common
Spiders of North America (by Bradley &
Buchanon) or Spiders and their Kin (by
Levi, Levi, and Strekalovsky). Websites
like spiders.us are also helpful in figuring
out what spider you are looking at.

Photographs by Jim Kalisch;
UNL Entomology
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The Cost of a DATA BREACH Could Put
Your Pest Control Operation Out of Business
In May 2017, 99 countries were hit
with a widespread cyberattack known
as WannaCry, which took advantage of
a glitch in Microsoft’s Windows security. The ransomware locked the victims’ computers and demanded a ransom payment within six hours of infection, with periodic increases to that
initial demand. This attack caused
significant financial damage to companies and frustration for users.
Many experts predict that the
WannaCry ransomware is just the tip of
the iceberg and that hackers will eventually be able to exploit companies’
networks, data storage and customer
records in an even more significant
event than this recent attack. While we
await the next big event, if you don’t
currently have cyber insurance for
your pest control business, you may
want to consider including a line item
for “cyber breach costs” in your next
annual budget. Growing 40 percent
last year alone, data breaches have
become a reality for organizations
large and small, who are now learning
the hard way that if you don’t prepare
for a cyberattack – or have the right
coverage to back you – it will hit your
balance sheet hard and could very well
bankrupt you.
No industry is immune to an attacker’s exploits, and no organization
is too big or too small to become a target. Some risk factors will make you
more of a target, and there’s a chance
you could pay a higher price for a cyber
breach than others. Adding to the risk,
when your employees use personal
smartphones to access company information, they can expand the attack
surface of an organization, even increasing the potential for the cost of a
data breach by almost 10 percent per
year. This is because as many as 3 percent of all mobile devices are infected
with malware. With users having an
average ot 50 apps per device, they’re
more susceptible to phishing attempts,
hacking and password theft.
Your data store strategies are another area of concern when calculating

By Gary Shapiro
the cost of a data breach. Storing your
business’ data in the cloud can increase
your risk of facing a costly cyber
storm. While cloud migration is rapidly expanding for the collaboration
and storage opportunities it affords
businesses large and small, a thirdparty data host can introduce foreign
threats and exposures to your data, as
service providers can become a lucrative target due to the amount of data
stored.
Finally, the total cost of a data
breach will depend on how many confidential records your company stores.
Think about how many: customers,
employees, active and archived records, digital and paper records you
store. There can be variations of costs
due to the mechanism of loss. For example, most data breaches continue to be
caused by criminal and malicious attacks. These breaches take the most
time to detect and contain. As a result,
they carry higher costs per record due
to the need to bring in a third party computer forensics firm.

A BREAKDOWN OF THE MOST COMMON COSTS OF DATA BREACH
Regardless of how many records
you’ve got, first party expenses are a
given for any industry. Here’s the
breakdown of breach costs, without a
dedicated cyber policy.
A cyber policy covers all of the
following first party expenses:

 Privacy attorney – Cost $700/hour
(est.) Necessary to keeping the impending
forensic investigation protected under attorney-client privilege and to iron out the patchwork of state laws and federal regulators
you’ll need to comply with, engaging a privacy attorney is your first step.
 IT forensics investigation – Cost:
Average 55 hours; $475/hour (est.) Currently
the fastest growing post-data breach expense, the IT forensics investigation will
determine who, what, where, when and why
you’ve been breached and is critical to ensuring the bad guys are gone.
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 Public relations firm – Cost: $20,000
(est.) You’ll need professionals to set the
strategy on your press and mitigate any
reputational harm, both internally with employees and externally with clients.

 Notification costs and call center set
up – Cost $1,875 (est.) You’ll have to notify
breached individuals and provide them with
access to credit card and ID theft monitoring.

 Credit card and ID theft monitoring –
Cost: $11,500 (est.) Statistically speaking,
while only 20 percent of affected individuals
typically take advantage of this, you’re required to provide it, for 12 months in most
states.
 Regulatory defense and costs – Cost:
$20,000 – 1.7 million (est.) Just about every
federal agency is claiming data breach oversight these days. Depending on your industry
and breach circumstances, you could be
investigated, fined or formal proceedings
could be initiated against your company postbreach – by any number of agencies, including any number of 50 states attorney general,
the Department of Health and Human Services, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Federal Trade Commission or the
Federal Communications Commission.
 Payment card industry – Cost:
$387,500 for PCI investigations; $50,000 for
card re-issuance (est.) The payment card
industry has its own regulatory body, made
up of Visa, Mastercard, American Express
and Discover, to investigate your data breach
and assess you fines for each breached credit
card number, assessments for fraudulent
charges and credit card reissuance.
The first party expenses and fines
incurred by businesses post-data
breach, especially small to mid-sized
businesses, are enough to put any organization in the red. Speak to your insurance broker to help you determine
what puts your business most at risk for
a breach and what your costs could be
when the inevitable happens to you.
– Reprinted from PestWorld.

